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A new state law enacted this
month leaves Montana smokers
out in the autumn cold.
As of Oct. 1, the Montana
Clean Indoor Air Act prohibits
smoking in all public buildings
and places of employment.
Bars and casinos that generate
at least 60 percent of their rev-
enue from liquor and gaming
may qualify for exemption from
the law until 2009 — then they,
too, will be forced to close their
doors to smokers.
“Personally, I’m a smoker,”
said Shannah Savage, manager at
the Oxford. “I don’t like my free-
dom taken away. It’s a legal sub-
stance.”
Savage said she did not mind
government regulations on such
issues as hiring and firing
employees but believed the state
should not have the right to
impose such a law on private
businesses.
The law was created to reduce
the risk of secondhand smoke
inhalation, which the
Department of Public Health and
Human Services estimates kills
200 Montanans a year.
While non-smokers can now
dine at restaurants without wor-
rying about the health hazards
associated with tobacco smoke,
local establishments worry the
ban will cause some customers to
seek food and drink elsewhere.
Small memos declaring that
smokers must now take their cig-
arettes outside adorn the bar area
of the Old Post.
“It will affect business,” said
manager Meggan Klasen.
“People will go to other bars to
smoke and eat and drink.”
Tami Ursich, owner of the Iron
Horse Brew Pub, is still debating
whether or not she will be forced
to make her business 100 percent
smoke-free.
“I’m sort of riding the fence
for the moment,” Ursich said,
“but with all the government reg-
ulations, we have our hands
tied.”
While Ursich believes she will
lose some loyal customers, the
pub owner also finds positive
aspects to the law, such as not
having to worry about cleaning
smoke out of their carpets. And
she believes she may even attract
a new range of clientele.
“Some of the people you lose
you’ll gain back in people who
don’t want to come out smelling
like an ash tray,” Ursich said.
She is planning on creating an
outdoor area where smokers can
enjoy their Marlboros without
disturbing the rest of her cus-
tomers.
Al & Vic’s Bar, where 75 per-
cent of the customers are smok-
ers according to manager Joe
Hammond, is also planning to
develop an outdoor smoking area
complete with heating to keep
smokers’ fingers warm during
cold winter months.
Hammond said that because all
bars will be affected by the ban,
he is not too concerned about
losing customers.
What the new law does cause
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Jake Peterson, a bartender from Jacksonville, Wyo., takes a smoke break outside the Old Post Thursday evening. The Montana Clean Indoor Air Act forbids
smoking in any public buildings or places of employment as of Oct. 1. Peterson said he understands restaurants and places where families gather, but he likes
to go to a bar to have a drink and enjoy a cigarette.
See SMOKING, page 7
New laws force
smokers outside
The Bush administration has
dragged its feet on important
steps that would lead to a more
peaceful Korean peninsula,
according to an economist who
spoke at UM Thursday.
According to Dr. Lim Won
Hyuk, the United States took a
hard-line stance against North
Korea developing nuclear ener-
gy technology that would help
North Korea build infrastruc-
ture.
“There is a sense that the
United States has tried to hold
onto the status quo and is resist-
ing changes that will likely
improve relations,” said Lim, a
fellow at the Brookings
Institution’s Center for
Northeast Asia Policy Studies, a
Washington think-tank.
Lim spoke along with seven
other Korea experts at the
Mansfield Center’s conference
“On The Edge of The Abyss:
Crises in North Korea and the
U.S.-Republic of Korea Alliance.”
Lim said that under the Bush
administration, the United States
has become unreasonable on its
stances on energy in the six-
party talks being held to relieve
the tension between North
Korea, its neighbors and the
United States.
The six nations, which include
the United States, South Korea,
Japan, China, Russia and North
Korea, recently signed “The
Joint Statement of Principles,”
which outlines measures needed
to be taken by the nations in
order for there to be a peaceful
resolution to the current situa-
tion in East Asia. 
North Korea admitted it had
nuclear weapons in 2002, a vio-
lation of treaties signed by the
nation. 
Lim said infrastructure such as
electricity is vital for normaliza-
tion of North Korea in the inter-
national community, and right
now North Korea has little.
Lim used a nighttime satellite
image of eastern Asia 
showing China and South 
Korea well lit and North 
Korea almost completely dark
EMMA SCHMAUTZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
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See KOREA, page 7
Nuclear power can be
used for light, not war
In the two years he’s lived here,
Jeremy Kehoe has always thought
of Missoula as a safe place.
“It strikes me as a very friendly
town,” said Kehoe, a freshman at
UM and a bartender at Sean Kelly’s
bar downtown.
But Kehoe’s opinion of Missoula
was shaken when he heard about
what happened just a couple blocks
away from Sean Kelly’s in the early
morning of Sept. 18.
Shortly after one that morning, a
25-year-old man named Benjamin
Corbett had his night of downtown
celebration end at St. Patrick
Hospital, where he was treated for
brain injuries. Corbett’s friend,
Tyler Drake, ended up with a shat-
tered nose.
Two 17-year-old Missoula resi-
dents, Mila Gergen and Ryan
Knight, came away from the inci-
dent with assault charges and jail
time. Gergen was charged with
punching Corbett and Drake and
beating Corbett’s head against the
sidewalk. Knight was charged with
kicking Drake in the face 
while Drake was on the ground.
The incident, because of its
apparent randomness, has people
who frequent the downtown scene
questioning just how safe
Missoula’s streets are, Kehoe said.
According to court documents,
Corbett and Drake were at Sean
Kelly’s with Corbett’s sister-in-law
Erin Corbett and her friend Kali
Nutt on the night of Sept. 17. They
were celebrating because Ben
Corbett had just passed the test to
become a police officer, Erin
Corbett said.
Ben Corbett, a veteran of the Iraq
war, is a native of Ellensburg,
Wash., Erin Corbett said. On Sept.
17 and 18, he was visiting Missoula
to visit Erin Corbett and look for a
job. He passed the test to become a
police officer on Sept. 17 and was
planning on moving to Missoula
soon.
According to court documents,
the two Corbetts, Drake and Nutt
decided to leave Sean Kelly’s for
Hammer Jack’s bar near the corner
of Ryman Street and Broadway just
before 1 a.m. They were waiting to
cross at that intersection when
Gergen and Knight pulled up with
two friends in a car and stepped out.
Some witnesses said there was an
argument between Ben Corbett and
one of the people in the car, said
Dori Brownlow, a deputy Missoula
county attorney who is prosecuting
the case. Both Erin Corbett and Nutt
said they thought there was an argu-
ment and that the people in the car
started it without provocation.
According to court documents,
Gergen then punched Drake in the
face, knocking Drake to the ground.
Gergen also punched Ben Corbett in
the face and knocked him out.
While Ben Corbett was on the
ground, Gergen punched and kicked
him in the face and slammed his
head off the ground. Meanwhile,
Drake was trying to get up after
being punched by Gergen when
Knight kicked him in the face sever-
al times and knocked him out.
Erin Corbett called 911 from her
cell phone and police arrived within
a couple of minutes, she said.
Probably because police responded
so fast, Gergen, Knight and their
two friends were still there when
police arrived, Brownlow said.
According to court documents,
the police found Ben Corbett lying
Men recover slowly after
brutal downtown beating
PETER BULGER
MONTANA KAIMIN
See BEATING, page 12
“I don’t like my freedom taken away. It’s a legal substance.”
SHANNAH SAVAGE, MANAGER AT THE OXFORD
“I think [the ban] is a good idea. Smoke stinks. ... Just because I smoke 
doesn’t mean every one else has to.”
DAN COOPER, SENIOR, ASIAN STUDIES MAJOR
w w w. k a i m i n . o r g
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 107
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Question 1:  Yesterday a squirrel fell 20 feet from a tree
and bounced a little when he hit the ground. What
on-campus incident has given you the most pleasure?
Question 2: In lieu of squirrels, what animal would you
like to see dominate campus?
• Trevor Russell
employee, Old European Grill 
Q1: “I got a big stick laid across my ass-cheek, that
was pretty fun.”
Q2: “Duckbill platypus, because they’re a freak of
nature and it’d be cool to see them running around cam-
pus.”
• Charles Exley
assistant professor of Japanese language and literature
Q1: “Teaching Japanese – Japanese 301 is a real
challenge but it also gives me a lot of pleasure.”
Q2: “Elk. I really like elk sausage.”
• Tarek Isham
sophomore, creative writing
Q1: “Joggers going up the M, and the one who was
lagging behind. A poor out-of-shape soul.”
Q2: “A lemur because they skip, or so I’ve heard.” 
• Damon McCroy
senior, sociology
Q1: “One time, in lecture class, a girl fell down the
stairs and the class laughed. She left and the professor
started scolding us.”
Q2: “Alligators. It’d be interesting.”
• Colleen Coan
freshman, psychology
Coan
Q1: “No, it would just be too loud.”
Armstrong
Q2: “Kangaroos, because they’re bouncy
and fun, and they have pockets.”
On the Issue
Journalism 
professor weighs
in on federal
shield law 
Last week, Judith Miller, a New York Times
reporter, was released after spending 85 days in jail
for refusing to identify the name of a confidential
source after being subpoenaed to testify. The
Federal Grand Jury has been investigating reports
that Bush administrators leaked the name of a CIA
agent, Valerie Plume, which is a federal offense.  
Many journalists are protected by state shield
laws, which guards them from unjust subpoenas.
However, there is no federal shield law. Instead, the
Federal Grand Jury relies on Branzburg Math to determine
whether a journalist should testify. It states:
1) The information is highly material and relevant
to the case at issue.
2) A compelling need exists for the information.
3) The information cannot be obtained by other
means.
The Kaimin recently sat down with Clem Work,
the professor of Media Law for the School of
Journalism, to talk about the issue of whether a fed-
eral shield law should be enforced. 
Kaimin: Do you believe there should be a fed-
eral shield law?
Work: Yes, I think that would help resolve the
uncertainty that now exists, where in a situation a
reporter might find themselves before a Federal
Grand Jury, they have no certainty that they have to
reveal their source. 
Kaimin: What are some problems with
enforcing a federal shield law?
Work: One issue is whom do we shield?  Does
that involve specifics of who is a reporter and who
is not? The resolution of who is and who isn’t a
reporter would lead to a nightmare of definitions. 
Kaimin: What is your opinion for Judy Miller
going to jail when two other journalists, subpoe-
naed for the same reason, didn’t?
Work: Frankly, my take is it is a political melo-
drama. This is not a popular position, but I think
that Judy Miller’s going to jail, at least one factor,
was to raise the political visibility of this problem
so a federal shield law could be passed. Her going
to jail for 85 days raised visibility to Congress of
passing federal shield law.
Kaimin: Why is this a big deal now?
Work: Up until now, most reporters faced with
federal subpoenas have not gone to jail. There are
more and more attempts to force reporters to testi-
fy. There is a cluster of cases in the past year, which
involve the question whether a reporter should go
to jail. Is it a coincidence or a trend? We don’t know
at this point. 
Kaimin: If a federal shield law was to be
enforced, how should it be resolved?
Work: It would be far, far better if the Supreme
Court would resolve this issue on a constitutional
basis. The Supreme Court recognizes that psy-
chotherapists are shielded from having to testify
conversations with patients. If the Supreme Court is
willing to recognize new cases, then it is possible to
have reporter/source privileges. 
I don’t know
if you were try-
ing to be serious
or making an
attempt at
humor with that
article “Sports video games sink social lives,” but
either way I’m confused.
First of all, the reason the Montana Meth Project
goes by that title is because they’re working toward
stopping, not gambling or obesity, meth! It seems to
me they make that pretty clear by the name of their
organization.
Secondly, just because meth has never threatened
your life or others you know doesn’t mean it hasn’t
threatened others. Yeah, the commercials are a little
creepy, but also pretty accurate from stories I’ve
heard about meth users.  Aren’t they the first anti-
drug commercials you haven’t laughed hysterically
at? They could potentially make a real change in
this state, and from what I’ve been reading lately ...
they are making a change. 
So why don’t you just let a positive project con-
tinue to make a change, stop complaining about
your little video game addiction and start thinking
about real problems.
– Kevin Connelly
BRETT MIHELISH
FOR THE KAIMIN
Letters 
to the editor
• Wes Armstrong
freshman, business
Ryan Brennecke/Montana Kaimin
Professor Clem Work
Focus on
real 
addictions
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TODAY' S BIRTHDAY (10-07-05)
You're interested this year in many things. If you limit
your studies to philosophy, languages and economics,
you'll do well. Very well. To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
Today is a 9 _ Finally, conditions are right for
traveling, with a congenial partner. You're lucky, too,
especially when you're playing by the rules.
TAURUS (APRIL 20-MA Y 20) 
Today is a 4 _ Paperwork is certainly not your favorite
chore. The more you can get done now, however, the
sooner you can play.
GEMINI (MA Y 21-JUNE 21)
Today is an 8 _ Consider the opinion of a person who
has had quite different experiences than you have had
in life. Listen.
CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 22)
Today is a 5 _ A new assignment brings with it a whole
new set of problems. Luckily, you're good at this. Start
by saving money.
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22)
Today is a 6 _ Don't expect everybody to go along with
the routine. Conditions are good for cheerful
insurrection.
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
Today is a 5 _ Fixing up your place is fun, especially
when you can afford to get the perfect thing. Keep
shopping until you can.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22)
Today is an 8 _ Your curiosity is piqued. The truth is
elusive. You may have to search for hours to find the
answer you're seeking.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21)
Today is a 5 _ Money comes and goes very quickly
today and tomorrow. Exercise discipline, thrift and
caution when going shopping.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 21)
Today is an 8 _ You're just about to get feisty again.
Soon, you'll be running around, getting things done and
impressing your friends. Meanwhile, chill.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19)
Today is a 4 _ There are a couple of leftover items
hanging around in your stack. It'll be more fun to do
them in the coming week.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18)
Today is a 7 _ Friends help you make a connection that
leads to wonderful, marvelous things. Let them know
what you want.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20)
Today is a 5 _ An older person gives you good advice
on saving money. Put up with him also trying to tell
you how to live your life.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.G
D a i l y  A s t r o l o g y
Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know.  If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
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Sept. 30, 2:30 p.m.
Someone drove a tent stake
through a gas line east of the
University of Montana School of
Law.
The tent was being set up for a
homecoming barbecue, said Lt.
Gary Taylor with the Office of
Public Safety. There was no explo-
sion, nobody was hurt and the line
was fixed, he said.
Oct. 1, 11:15 p.m.
An officer noticed a car driving
down East Beckwith Avenue with
only one headlight.
Keegan Luinstra, a 19-year-old
UM student, pulled over to adjust
something and the officer stopped to
talk to him, Taylor said. Luinstra
was drunk and the officer cited him
for driving under the influence of
alcohol and being a minor in pos-
session of alcohol, Taylor said.
Luinstra also received a traffic
ticket for not having two working
headlights, Taylor said.
Oct. 1, 2:20 p.m.
A man at the football game was
drunk and causing problems for
one of the UM merchandise ven-
dors.
The man bought a shirt and tried
to take a hat without paying for it,
Taylor said. The hat was returned
and the man was ejected from the
game for being drunk and argumen-
tative, Taylor said.
Oct. 2, 1:18 a.m.
Public Safety received a report of
a man kicking bikes and pounding
on doors outside Jesse Hall.
Officers found Burke Hazard, a
20-year-old UM student, being loud
and swearing, Taylor said. They
determined Hazard was drunk and
cited him for being a minor in pos-
session of alcohol, Taylor said.
Oct. 2, 11:20 p.m.
Officers responded to a call 
of possible drug activity 
in Miller Hall to find 
several people smoking out of a
hookah.
The officers determined that
the people weren’t smoking any
illegal substances and there was
no illegal activity.
Oct. 3, 10:20 a.m.
Someone reported the smell of
smoke in the Adams Center and
the building was evacuated for 32
minutes while firefighters exam-
ined it.
The source of the smoke was a
ballast in a light fixture that had
shorted out, Taylor said.
Oct. 3, 10:05 p.m.
Officers were dispatched to a
call of two men throwing a con-
crete block around in front of the
Music Building.
The two men broke the 
block, which was used to prop 
the door open, Taylor said. 
Neither of them were students and
they were told not to return to 
campus, Taylor said.
Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
A resident of the
University Villages apart-
ments reported a neighbor-
hood child causing problems.
The child, a 7- or 8-year-old boy, was trying
to get other children to light fires using rolled up newspapers
and matches, Taylor said. Officers delivered him to his par-
ents for discipline, Taylor said.
Police Blotter
Punctured pipe, peer-pressuring prepubescent
On a crisp morning in early
October, a line of weary-looking
college kids begins to spill out the
door of ThinkTank Espresso. In
the UC, a student hurriedly smears
pink cream cheese on a plain bagel
and takes the first bite on her way
out the door. Another chats on his
cell phone between sips from a
half-empty bottle of Dr Pepper. By
8:30 a.m., the first piece of candy
has already dropped from a cam-
pus vending machine. And it’s
clear that this morning, like most
others, nutrition is not occupying
the average college mind.
Enter Marya Bruning, a dieti-
cian for UM Dining Services. In
addition to counseling students
with eating disorders, heart prob-
lems and food allergies, co-teach-
ing a weight management class
and training UM’s culinary staff
about nutritional issues, Bruning
is trying another role this semes-
ter: the college student’s personal
nutritionist.
For $5 per session, UM students
can sign up for 15-minute consul-
tations with Bruning through the
Rec Center. The sessions are cur-
rently only held twice a month, on
the first Thursday of every month
at noon and on the third Thursday
of every month from 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m.
According to Sonja Tysk, man-
ager of fitness programs at the
University, the sessions are very
unstructured and are simply
designed to address whatever con-
cerns students may have about
their own eating habits.
In her first set of consultations
on Sept. 15, Bruning tackled a
tough question about chronic
medical problems and protein
intake and counseled a student try-
ing to lose weight. She said, how-
ever, that many students who seek
her help have more broad con-
cerns.
Students often ask simple but
wide-ranging nutrition questions,
like how they should eat, she said.
It is not surprising that these
issues — how to eat right, stay fit
and avoid unhealthy weight gain
such as the much-feared
“Freshman 15” — are a worry for
students.
Stress and lack of sleep can pro-
mote weight gain, and alcohol
intake can quickly lead to excess
calories, Bruning said.
She said a large part of the prob-
lem is that many students are time-
crunched.
“Students are not making
enough time to eat and plan
meals,” she said. “[For them,]
nutrition is not a high priority and
they run into problems because of
that.”
UM Dining Services tries to
compensate for this problem by
providing students with healthy
food choices at school.
According to Bruning, there are
more options for healthy eating on
campus than there might be for
students who eat at home. The
food offered by the University is
very healthy, she said, and gives
students a chance to break out and
explore a larger variety of options. 
Of course, the University is still
a business. Foods that are not
nutrient-dense, such as chips and
soda, are offered because there is a
demand for them, Bruning said. 
Nevertheless, she added, the
healthy choices are still there for
students to take advantage of.
According to Bruning, it is the
responsibility of a university to
offer choices so that students can
feed themselves well.
“Over time, all universities have
improved for health and success at
college,” she said. “There are no
colleges not paying attention [to
the health of their students].” 
Once the University has done its
part, however, it is ultimately up
to the students to take action. 
Sleep deprivation, stress and
alcohol may just be facts of col-
lege life, but as far as nutrition
goes, Bruning suggests the basics:
a diet rich in whole wheats, fruits,
vegetables, lean proteins, calcium
and heart-healthy fats; eating fre-
quently throughout the day;
watching portion sizes; staying
physically active and seeking help
ASAP if needed.
UM students can sign up for a
consultation with Bruning at the
front desk of the Rec Center or by
calling 243-6325.
Everything Must Go!
809 E. Front St. • Across the footbridge • On the River
Buy One
Get One
FREE!!
Ice Cream
Sale!
Dietician aims to beef up student nutrition habits
JENNIFER REED
FOR THE KAIMIN
PETER BULGER
MONTANA KAIMIN
 
Dave Kelsey, a livestock pro-
ducer in Stillwater County, has
been waiting for a drought assis-
tance payment from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture for a
year.
“The problem is we’ve been in
a drought in Montana for about
eight years solid,” Kelsey said.
Last October, President
George Bush signed a $2.9 bil-
lion agriculture disaster assis-
tance package.
Nationwide, only about 13
percent of those who qualified
for the aid have received it,
Kelsey said.
“The rest of us, the other 87
percent, are waiting for things to
clear through the paperwork,” he
said.
Initially, those who qualified
for the aid were supposed to
receive it by the end of 2004,
and then it got moved back to
June 2005. The most recent date
for the payment was the end of
September, Kelsey said.
“We’re getting frustrated by
the continual delays,” he said.
The amount that livestock pro-
ducers will receive depends on
how many head of cattle they
have.
“A lot of us have had to sell
cattle,” Kelsey said.
The Farm Service Agency told
Steve Pilcher, the executive vice
president of the Montana
Stockgrowers Association, that
the delay was due to a computer
program that the local FSA
offices didn’t have.
“It seems like one excuse after
another,” Pilcher said. “I think
the industry and the public
deserves a better explanation.”
U.S. Sen. Max Baucus got
wind of the problem from com-
plaints by farmers and ranchers
around Montana, said Sara
Kuban, a staff person in Baucus’
Washington, D.C. office.
He met with U.S. Department
of Agriculture Deputy Secretary
Chuck Conner Sept. 30 and
asked that the General
Accounting Office do a review
of the USDA’s handling of the
assistance program.
Baucus plans to follow up
with Conner on the issue in a
couple of weeks, Kuban said.
Disaster programs don’t hap-
pen every year, said Collette
Rulison, program technician and
acting CED at the Missoula
County FSA office. It takes
awhile to process the applica-
tions in and see they are
approved.
“There are some software
issues that go along with that
problem,” Rulison said. “I’m
still working on getting my dis-
aster payments out here, too.”
To further complicate the
problem, the state announced
Tuesday that they’ll be closing
or consolidating six of the 56
FSA offices in the state, said
Richard Owen, executive vice
president of the Montana Grain
Growers Association.
In a nutshell, FSA offices
administer the farm subsidy pro-
gram, Rulison said.
The Missoula County office
will be staying open in the same
location but will be consolidated
with the Ravalli County office.
The consolidation won’t
change the services offered at
the FSA office, Rulison said.
The USDA is working to make
more of the services offered by
FSA offices available online.
However, many grain and live-
stock producers in the Missoula
area don’t have a computer,
Rulison said.
“They’re more comfortable
coming into the office,” she said.
It’s a little frustrating to see
FSA offices closing given the
failure of the drought assistance,
Pilcher said.
It’s hard to believe reducing
the number of offices will
improve a system that already
has challenges, he said.
Currently there’s not a lot that
can be done online, Owen said. 
“We’re disappointed to see the
offices close,” he said.
Signing up for farm subsidy
programs involves some arduous
paperwork, Owen said. Most
producers like to be able to go to
the FSA offices and ask ques-
tions.
Depending on their crops,
some producers go into the FSA
office several times a year, he
said.
“There will be some burden
for the extra travel,” Owen said.
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Over a month has passed since
Hurricane Katrina ravaged the Gulf Coast
and some UM fundraisers are adding up
the numbers, sending out checks and call-
ing it a day’s work.
“I want to step back from the situation
and see how things go,” said Shannon
Losinski, a freshman majoring in business
with a minor in theater.
Losinski is responsible for the fundrais-
er “333 Ways to Help a Hurricane
Victim,” which prompted 631 students to
donate excess money on their meal plans
that totaled in at $2,152.68. The money
was given to the Red Cross.
“I thought we could have gotten a little
more, but everything helps. I’m not disap-
pointed,” Losinski said.
Losinski worked closely with UM 
Dinning Services and says another
fundraiser of this sort is unlikely. 
Mark LoParko, the director of Dining
Services, considers an event like this a
one-time occurrence. 
“I would call it a success,” said
LoParko, who added that because the
fundraiser siphoned money away from its
normal location, a critical part of the din-
ning service budget, fundraisers of this
nature will not be common.  
Losinski has no immediate plans for
another fundraiser because she thinks UM
student’s generosity may be stretched
thin.
This is a common sentiment felt among
other campus fundraisers who wonder if
there will be a second wave of donations.
“So many things have been done on
campus, if people are going to give,
they’ve already given it,” said Shannon
Coleman, 37, a UM sophomore studying
psychology and sociology. 
Coleman, and her partner Nichole
Canning, 33, raised $230 several weeks
ago by raffling off a pair of Montana sap-
phire earrings. Tickets were given for
every dollar donation and the money was
given to the Red Cross.
“So many people have already given,
other fundraisers would not produce
much,” Coleman said.
Candy Holt, the director of the
University Center, said donation jugs
around the UC have so far collected
$891.07. The jugs will be emptied again
in the near future, but she doesn’t know if
they will be put back out.
“If there’s continued interest we’ll put
the jars back out,” said Holt, but she also
said the UC may back off and review the
success of upcoming donation efforts
such as the Honors Student Association’s
Fall Ball.
Garry Kerr, a lecturer in the anthropol-
ogy department, recently announced that
his campaign raised $1,004.67. Kerr has
no plans for future fundraising but says
students are still willing to contribute,
though they need to have a focal point. 
“I wanted to get a quick fix for
a student whose house burned 
down,” said Kerr.
Upon that event Kerr drove home his
fundraising message and people respond-
ed.  
“People were generous from day one all
the way through,” said Kerr.
Kerr is not alone in thinking contribu-
tors may still be willing to open there
wallets and hearts to hurricane victims.
“This isn’t something where we write a
check and then forget about it,” said
Nancy Cooper, a faculty member in the
department of music. “I’m really thinking
about doing another drive and collecting
for Habitat for Humanity.”
Cooper brought in a staggering
$6,663.72 from her fundraiser that gave
out Mardi Gras-colored ribbons to any
donor of a dollar or more. She is looking
to have a similar drive as soon as Mardi
Gras approaches with the money going to
Operation Habitat Home Delivery. 
“It’s a really big thing and we can not
forget,” Cooper said. “The devastation is
so huge and complete.”
DANNY BOBBE
MONTANA KAIMIN
ERIN MADISON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Hurricane Katrina fundraisers come to an end
Ranchers are frustrated by delayed drought aid
”
“It seems like oneexcuse after another. Ithink the industry andthe public deserves abetter explanation— Steve Pilcher,
Montana Stockgrowers
Association
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University of Montana researchers
investigating increasing carbon dioxide
levels in the world’s oceans and lakes
are finding that it is related to the
human consumption of fossil fuels.
“CO2 is a major forum for increasing
global temperature,” said Mike
DeGrandpre, an associate professor of
chemistry at UM. “The mass of evi-
dence points to that it is human-
caused.”
The amplified amount of carbon
dioxide has decreased the pH level in
bodies of water, making it more acidic.
Coral reefs and other oceanic features
are already showing signs of deteriora-
tion because of this trend, DeGrandpre
said.
“We are learning that the ocean’s CO2
cycle will be affected by global warm-
ing,” he said.
DeGrandpre and several chemistry
graduate students are compiling data
from their customized carbon dioxide
sensors, some of which are deployed in
Montana’s streams and lakes, while
others are being used as far away as in
the Labrador Sea off the southern coast
of Greenland.
Together with a business partner,
DeGrandpre formed the sensory manu-
facturing company Sunburst Sensors in
1999 due to the scramble within the sci-
entific community to understand the
natural and abnormal mechanisms that
control global climate.
“I had never been that interested in
starting my own business,” DeGrandpre
said, but the demand for the sensor
made it possible.
The company has sold about 30 sen-
sors to different research groups around
the country.
The $18,000 devices are unique,
DeGrandpre said, in that they are
impermeable and can be placed below a
buoy for up to a year, recording inter-
vals of data, which can then be collect-
ed either physically or via satellite.
“We have a corner on the market in a
sense, both as a research perspective
and a commercial sense,” he said.
The ocean’s carbon dioxide cycles
are represented in the data the group
collects from the sensors. That informa-
tion can then be used to create global
climate models, which can be passed on
to various national and 
international scientific groups to 
better understand the phenomena 
of global warming.
“Everyone is sort of chipping away at
this,” DeGrandpre said. “Different
researchers incorporate all the data to
see if there is a consensus. There is very,
very strong evidence that humans are
causing it.”
A leading group studying global cli-
mate change, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, will incorpo-
rate the UM group’s carbon dioxide
data in its updated climate assessments.
The information will then be presented
to the United Nations.
Still, opponents insist that more evi-
dence is needed to concretely link
greenhouse gas emissions to rising
global temperatures.
The United States government has
taken the approach of gradually reduc-
ing carbon dioxide and other industrial
emissions, citing a harmful impact that
a faster reduction rate would have on
the economy.
In 2000, President Bush rejected the
KYOTO Protocol, an international
treaty that calls for industrialized
nations to reduce greenhouse emissions
to pre-1990 levels, on the basis that it
would eliminate jobs and cost the U.S.
economy billions of dollars.
He has instead supported the devel-
opment of new technologies that will
curb greenhouse gas output in the
United States.
Currently, industrial emissions from
the United States make up roughly a
quarter of the world’s greenhouse gas
production.
Matthew Seidel, a graduate student in
chemistry, is working with DeGrandpre
on developing a new sensor that will
measure pH variations in freshwater
and seawater.
While there are other methods for
measuring seawater pH, Seidel’s instru-
ment can be left out in the ocean in a
waterproof container that can withstand
depths of up to 4,900 feet.
The pH levels in the world’s oceans
have decreased since the beginning of
the Industrial Revolution, Seidel said,
adding that the carbon dioxide level has
shifted from 280 parts per million prior
to the 18th century to 367 parts per mil-
lion in 1999.
“You can definitely say that some-
thing is happening,” he said. “This is
pretty much what all the scientists in the
oceanographic community agree on.”
JACOB LIVINGSTON
FOR THE KAIMIN
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
UM graduate student Sarah Cullison tinkers with a carbon dioxide sensor, an instrument designed to measure the partial-pressure CO2 levels in
freshwater and seawater in the Chemistry – Pharmacy Building Thursday.  Cullison, along with another graduate student and a technician, is
part of a team that is slightly redesigning the machines so they work better and make better measurements. 
Hold your breath: Humans cause CO2 increase in oceans
WWW.KAIMIN.ORG
  
to illustrate his point.
“If a war is to break out, the
Southern part of the Korean
peninsula will become as dark as
the northern part,” Lim said.
“Thus, South Korea wants to
make North Korea brighter.”
Lim said that “light water reac-
tors” are nuclear power genera-
tors that would allow North Korea
to develop energy using natural
resources found in its country and
are very unlikely to be manipulat-
ed to develop nuclear weapons.
However, he said that due to the
Bush administration’s policies
towards North Korea, it is unlike-
ly that North Korea will be
allowed to develop any reactors
soon.
“We are going to have to wait
until the end of the Bush adminis-
tration before LWRs are dis-
cussed,” Lim said.  
He said such policies are differ-
ent than those used toward Korea
by previous administrations.
“It wasn’t like that when Senior
Bush, Clinton or even Reagan
was in office.” Lim said. 
In the agreement, there is a
clause that allows future discus-
sion of LWR development in
North Korea, but it is unknown
when the discussion will begin. 
According to Theodore Osius, a
U.S. State Department Official
who worked on the recent negoti-
ations and also spoke at the con-
ference, the United States was the
toughest opponent of LWR in
negotiations and said that U.S.
officials will only agree to discuss
LWRs when all other provisions
of the agreement are met.
“They have a really bad
record,” Osius said about North
Korea. “They’ve used [reactors]
before to reprocess fuel.”
Instead, Osius said the United
States wants to provide North
Korea with electricity off South
Korea’s power grid and work to
improve energy conservation in
the state.
He said that current plans
would provide half of North
Korea’s electricity from South
Korea, which is about 2,000
megawatt hours. On average,
each person in the United States
uses a little over 11 megawatt
hours of energy a year.
Osius said that while he under-
stood that LWRs would most like-
ly not be used to create weapons,
it would give North Korea an
independence that he does not
feel they should have.
“LWRs would give North
Korea absolute independence, and
we would rather have a situation
where bad behavior is punish-
able,” Osius said.
South Korean ambassador to
the United States Han Sung Joo
agreed.
“Energy can be used as a lever-
age issue,” Joo said. “The South
Koreans will have the keys.”
But Lim maintains that there
were U.S. domestic politics influ-
encing the United States’ stance
against LWRs. He said the Bush
administration had criticized the
Clinton administration for allow-
ing North Korea to produce
LWRs, making it difficult for
them to accept them later.
“Light water reactors is the
line they had to draw,” Lim said.
This year’s conference
was the Mansfield Center’s 
21st. Montana Sen. Mike
Mansfield served as an 
ambassador to Japan and studied
U.S.-Korean policy at the
University of Montana.
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Across from the Missoulian
bars to lose are patrons under the age of 18.
The law bans minors from entering an estab-
lishment that still allows smoking.
While many bars such as Al & Vic’s rarely
cater to the young crowd, others like the
Oxford, which has a restaurant separated from
their bar, are sad to witness the disappearance
of families.
“Families felt comfortable here,” said
Savage. “[But now] they say, ‘We won’t be
able to bring in our kids. You’ll see us less.’”
Last year, pipes and cigars disappeared from
every pub and tavern in the Emerald Isle when
the entire country of Ireland banned indoor
smoking.
Sean Kelly’s Irish Pub in Missoula was
quick to follow.
“We thought with our quality of food, we
should make a smoke-free atmosphere,” said
manager Paul Rudd.
The air has been clear in Sean 
Kelly’s since July 5, and Rudd said 
it has only helped business.
“I’ve been overwhelmed with people who
tell me they come here because of the non-
smoking,” Rudd said.
While some restaurants worry the ban will
cause them to lose customers, many
University student smokers say that they do
not normally smoke inside and don’t mind the
new law.
Senior Asian studies major Dan Cooper said
that he did not feel as though his rights had
been violated and would sacrifice the chance
to smoke in a public building for the greater
good.
“I think [the ban] is a good idea,” Cooper
said. “Smoke stinks. You could just walk out-
side and smoke a cigarette. Just because I
smoke doesn’t mean every one else has to.”
Jenny Lubick, a UM senior majoring in
social work, and Katie Doherty, a freshman
psychology major, both smoke and agree with
Cooper.
“Little kids shouldn’t have to suffer for what
we do,” Lubick said.
But others do not take a liking to the notion
that in four years, Missoula residents will no
longer be able to smoke while they drink a
beer at local bars.
“I don’t think smoking shouldn’t be allowed
in bars — its sort of part of the deal,” senior
social work major Dustin Shulund said.
“There are already smoke-free bars. They
[non-smokers] have a chance to visit them.”
“The whole bar thing pisses me off,” said
Sean Breslin, a sophomore pre-journalism
major. “My convenience has been violated,
but I understand the public health aspects of
it.”
Breslin joked that when the smoking ban in
bars goes into effect, he will take his cigarettes
and leave Big Sky country.
“I’ll have to move by 2009,” Breslin said.
“That sucks.”
It is too soon for many restaurants to tell if
the ban will hurt or help their business, but
reluctant or not, businesses like the Oxford are
all facing an era in which smokers will no
longer frequent booths and bar tables.
“I wish we could just put up a huge sign on
the door — ‘This is a Smoking 
Establishment’ — and non-smokers can
choose not to come in,” Savage said.
SMOKING
Continued from page 1
KOREA
Continued from page 1
 
Snapping passes and dashing
across the one-yard line aren’t
activities commonly associated
with musicians. But the demands
on Fern Glass-Boyd are no less
challenging. Somehow finding
time between classes and lessons
to rehearse, the veteran
University of Montana cellist
prepares to share her passion at
tonight’s Faculty and Guest
Artist Series recital.
“Music isn’t like an exam,”
Boyd said. “You can’t cram for
it. You can’t pull an all nighter
like when you write a paper. It’s
like football. You can’t cram for
football, either. It takes a lot of
time and practice to do it well.”
Raised by a musical family in
Philadelphia, Boyd confessed
she had little initial choice in
what instrument she played.
“My mother was an amateur
violinist,” she said. “She could-
n’t make it professionally, so her
second goal was to get us (Boyd
and her sister) to do it. We really
have our mom to thank.”
Boyd is headlining tonight’s
recital and has taught cello in the
UM music department for 26
years. She has performed a
recital for the Faculty and Guest
Artist Series all but two of those
years.
“Usually, though not quite true
this time, I have a theme that
unites the music,” Boyd said.
“The French Baroque I’m play-
ing this time is very filling, very
French. The Spanish piece really
makes you feel like you’re in
Spain. It takes you out of
Missoula. Every piece is like a
trip or journey to a foreign land.
I guess that’s kind of the theme.”
Members of the recital’s
ensemble are also excited to be
playing alongside Boyd.
“She has a wonderful tone,”
said Christopher Hahn, a UM
piano professor and member of
Boyd’s ensemble. “She’s very
experienced at playing in this
sort of musical situation. It’s just
been neat to work with someone
of her experience.”
UM guitar professor Luis
Millán said he enjoyed working
with Boyd on the recital. 
“She’s a great musician, a
great cellist,” he said. 
For Kimberly James, a first-
year UM vocal professor, partici-
pating as the ensemble’s vocalist
proved challenging but enjoyable.
“Most often vocalists are
accompanied by a piano or are
down in a pit orchestra,” James
said. “It’s different, collaborat-
ing with a larger ensemble, just
deciding who needs to be heard
at certain point in the piece and
coming up with a final design. I
enjoyed the opportunity to col-
laborate with fellow musicians.”
After years of teaching in the
performing arts, Boyd said she
considers herself an example for
her students.
“I’m training students to be
performers,” she said. “I do it
because it’s important as a facul-
ty member and it’s important for
students to see me do it. I’m act-
ing as a role model.”
This is Hahn’s second year of
teaching in the department and
he agreed with Boyd’s view.
“That’s part of our role here,”
he said. “In the performing arts,
we need to realize that our stu-
dents emulate what we do. It
puts another face on what we do.
Our music moves the students
and inspires them to work hard-
er. That’s one of the great things
about the performing arts.”
Millán expressed similar senti-
ment, describing what he consid-
ers to be the role of a performing
arts teacher.
“Every music student here is
taking lessons and learning to be
a performer,” he said. “We in the
music faculty still do recitals, so
it shows that we’re practicing
what we teach. I’ve learned so
much from watching my role
models perform.”
Throughout her preparations
for tonight’s recital, Boyd has
been reminded of the various
facets of the performing arts and
why she enjoys what she does.
“I feel like we train athletes
here,” Boyd said. “It’s physical,
mental and emotional. I think
that performing is the ultimate
act of selflessness. It’s not about
me. I’m just the conduit. It’s
about the music. I love the cello,
so it’s an act of love.”
Fern Glass-Boyd’s recital is
this Friday, Oct. 7, in the Music
Recital Hall. The show starts at
7:30 p.m. Admission is free. 
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Longtime music faculty member to play recital
Fern Glass-Boyd, right, and Kimberly James rehearse Thursday for tonight’s Faculty and Guest Artist Series in the Music Recital Hall.  Boyd, a UM cello professor, has performed 24 of the 26 years that she has
been teaching.
 
Everyone knows the feeling.
Stress is making your head feel
like it’s resting squarely under a
large mountain, early mornings
and late nights are leaving you
strung out and for some reason,
you’ve developed a strange facial
tick. As you’re starting to feel like
the Ancient Mariner of Neurotica,
you need only one remedy: you
have to dance.
This weekend, Missoula-based
Unity Dance and Drum is hosting
a showcase of West African music
and dance, along with the
University of Montana African-
American Studies and Dance
departments and the UC
MultiCultural Alliance. Dance
and drum classes will be available
to the public this Saturday and
Sunday.  
The classes, taught by Youssouf
Koumbassa, Fode Bangoura and
Facinet Bangoura, will focus on
the dance and music of the teach-
ers’ home country: Guinea, West
Africa. All three are accomplished
performers, having studied and
performed all over West Africa,
Europe and North America. 
“The dance and drum classes
will be a lot of fun,” said Tarn
Ream, a dance teacher for Unity
Dance and Drum. “There will be
live drumming for the dance
classes. It should be really enjoy-
able for people with all levels of
dance experience.”
On Monday, the dance depart-
ment will host a master class with
Koumbassa, a former artist of the
National Ballet in Guinea and
international dance instructor.
Following the master class  is a
free presentation at noon in the
UC Atrium.
“As a teacher, I think it’s really
important for dancers to see and
learn different kinds of dance, and
these classes are perfect for that,”
Ream said.
Kaycee Schilke, program advis-
er for the UC MultiCultural
Alliance, said the event is a per-
fect way to spread the ideas of a
culture not highly represented on
campus.
“The alliance does a lot of cul-
tural awareness programming,”
she said. “We find that when our
programs are in the Atrium, we
can reach a wider audience.
Passers-by will stop and see
what’s going on, where if it was
an evening show at a theater, they
might not come watch.”
Schilke said her main goal in
supporting events such as the
West African Dance Showcase is
the promotion of diversity on
campus. She wants people to take
away important lessons about dif-
ferent ways of life.
“Basically we just want to
expose people to cultures different
than the mainstream, majority
American culture,” she said.
“Sometimes people fear what they
don’t know, so by showing them
these different cultures, we’re
hoping that our campus will be
more diverse and culturally open-
minded.”
Dance classes are Saturday,
Oct. 8, at 7 p.m. in the PAR/TV
Building, Sunday, Oct. 9 at 3 p.m.
at 506 Toole Ave. and Monday,
Oct. 10 from 9:10-10:30 in the
PAR/TV Building.  
Drum classes are Saturday at 3
p.m. in the PAR/TV Building and
Sunday at 1 p.m. at 506 Toole
Ave.  
All classes cost $15, except
Monday morning, which is free
with a Griz Card ($15 without).
Monday, at noon in the UC
Atrium, there will be a free per-
formance by the visiting instruc-
tors. For more information call
549-7933.
First Friday is upon us once
again.  That’s right, another
night of gallery receptions, intel-
lectual discussion and compli-
mentary drinks has arrived.  
This month’s First Friday
looks promising, as many gal-
leries are presenting multiple
exhibits and anticipating large
turnout to their receptions.  
Tracey Wheatley, manager of
the Dana Gallery on Higgins
Avenue, said that First Friday is
normally pretty hectic, and
tonight should be no different.
The Dana Gallery is showing
two exhibits for this month.
“Our first show is called
‘Contemporary Indian Art,’”
Wheatley said.  “It’s curated by
John Well-Off-Man. Basically,
he got together with six other
Native American artists and
picked out what he thought was
their strongest artwork.”
Wheatley said her gallery’s
second show is very exciting,
since it features a well-known
Montana artist with close con-
nections to Missoula.  
“We’re also showing ‘Works
on Paper’ by Ted Waddell, one
of Montana’s best-known living
artists. He’ll be here Friday
night, as will most of the Native
American artists, to talk to view-
ers in a very casual, social set-
ting,” she said.
Gallery Blue is also expecting
a lot of people to come in, pri-
marily because they’re begin-
ning a display of skateboards
painted by nationally known and
local artists to be auctioned off
to raise money for the Missoula
Skatepark Association.
“We’re really excited about
the contributors to our show,
both local and non-local,” said
Andrew Kemmis, a member of
the MSA Board of Directors.
“The breadth of the talent is
insane; we have first-time artists
as well as professionals, on dis-
play together. Hopefully
tonight’s show will raise aware-
ness for the auction as well as
the skatepark.”
John Driessen, an associate at
Gallery Blue, said that the
gallery will also be showing the
art of Priscilla Hanson along
with the skateboards.
Gallery Saintonge will also be
showing art to help a charity.
Their exhibit, “Big Sky
Women – Our Ladies of
Montana,” is a collection of pho-
tos of Montana women, taken
from a calendar that’s being sold
to raise money and awareness
for breast cancer treatment.  
The creators of the calendar,
Lynne Shaara and Kathy
Muskopf-Armstrong, were
inspired by previous projects.
The calendar is being released
this month to coincide with
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
“The calendar is designed as a
fundraiser to raise breast cancer
awareness and raise money for
early detection programs,” said
Kerri Rosenstein, an employee
at the gallery. “All of the women
featured in the calendar are from
Montana, and nearly half of
them are cancer survivors. They
will all be here on Friday for a
calendar signing.”
Not so into a stereotypical
gallery setting? Gibson and
Schweyen Gallery and Studio
will be open as well, showing a
variety of traditional western art.  
“We’ll be showing landscape
and wildlife, western art,” said
Mark Gibson, one of the two
artists at Gibson and Schweyen.
“All of the art is by Brian
Schweyen and myself. It makes
it harder for us to switch up our
displays from month to month,
because it’s all our own work.
Other galleries can bring in new
exhibits and show different
artists’ work, but we’re always
showing our own. But maybe
that will help us in the long run
— people will come to recognize
and enjoy our style.”
For students who would rather
stay on campus but still want to
see art, the Gallery of Visual
Arts in the Social Sciences
building will be open. Three
exhibits will be presented,
though there will be no formal
reception.
“We’ll be open on First
Friday for viewers to come,”
said Brett Svetlik, an attendant
at the Gallery of Visual Arts.
“But unfortunately we had our
reception last Friday. We’re dis-
playing Brandon Reintjes’s
‘Ribbonline Constructions,’ Joan
MacDonald’s ‘First Draft,’
which is really cool, it’s pages of
literature with different stains,
and we have Alicia Bailey’s
‘Secernere.’ They’re all very dif-
ferent shows, all of the artists are
very good and they’re all region-
ally local.”
This is just a small sampling
of galleries participating in
October’s First Friday.
Galleries will host their First
Friday receptions and displays
from 5-8 tonight.
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One of several life-sized sculptures sits inside the Dana Gallery Thursday. The sculptures will be on dis-
play for all the art walkers for the second First Friday since the beginning of September.
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teachers to perform, 
offer lessons to 
community
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Red Sox returning home will be key to game 3 victory
Exhale, Red Soxfans. Open thedoor to your
room, plug your phone
back in and put away the
voodoo dolls.
We will win game
three. 
After losing the first
two games of the
American League divi-
sional series, indeed, our
team’s back is up against
a large Green Monster-like
wall. And yes, Pedro
Martinez is at home in the
Dominican building anoth-
er church. But there’s no
reason to panic ... yet.
Yes, the Red Sox pitchers have
been throttled in the first two
games, and yes, not a single Sox
batter has come close to hitting a
home run or making a momen-
tum-changing play in the field.
The numbers, however, and histo-
ry, for the first time ever, are on
our side.  
After losing game one 14-2, the
talking heads on ESPN were pro-
claiming the world champs to be
in trouble. John Kruk said this
year’s Sox squad is a different
team than last year (no duh!). He
explained they
couldn’t possibly
beat the big, bad
White Sox after los-
ing the first game. 
I’m officially call-
ing his bullshit. 
Let’s first ignore
everything that hap-
pened last season.
Yes, the Sox came
back from a 0-3
deficit and yes, they
won eight straight
games to win the
World Series, but,
according to Mr.
Kruk and the rest of
the so-called ESPN “experts,” this
year’s team is completely differ-
ent. 
Additionally, after Wednesday’s
5-4 loss, these same experts were
running their mouths about how
second baseman Tony
Graffanino’s error in the fifth
inning was the straw that broke
the Red Sox’s back. 
Again, complete bullshit. 
Graffanino didn’t give up White
Sox second baseman Tadahito
Iguchi’s home run. David Wells,
the pitcher, did. Graffanino didn’t
ground out in the top of the ninth
with two outs and a runner on
first; Sox shortstop Edgar Renteria
did. The loss can in no way be
blamed on Graffanino. 
No matter how it happened,
however, the Red Sox lost. 
But since baseball is a game of
numbers, we’ll look at the stats of
three of Boston’s best players:
David Ortiz, Manny Ramirez and
Johnny Damon, to show why Sox
fans need not have a heart attack. 
The most important thing to
remember here is that while game
one and two were in Chicago,
game three is in the friendly con-
fines of Fenway Park.
This season, David Ortiz and
Manny Ramirez combined to hit
42 Fenway home runs. They also
combined for 147 runs batted in,
the most for two teammates at a
home park in the league. 
Damon, too, should be happy to
call Fenway home this season.  In
302 Fenway at-bats, Damon has
101 hits, a .334 batting average,
and a .391 on-base percentage. He
also snagged 39 RBI as the leadoff
batter all season. 
So, then, what if a no-good,
God-hating White Sox fan argues
that those stats include games
against the Kansas City Royals or
Tampa Bay Devil Rays? The unin-
formed fan would argue that
against Chicago, even the best
Red Sox hitters have stunk it up.
Have they though? 
Again, the numbers provide a
clear negative answer.
In seven regular-season games
against the south-side Chicago
team, the Red Sox have hit .282,
including 12 home runs. They’ve
scored 36 runs. David Ortiz, the
Sox designated hitter, alone, has
three home runs and 8 RBI in just
28 at bats against Chicago. 
While the Red Sox hitters will
be ready to tee off on Freddy
Garcia tonight, the Boston pitch-
ers need to find their groove and
find it fast to avoid the embarrass-
ment of being swept. 
Like the batters, being at home
could provide the pitchers a lift
they so desperately need. 
At home this year, Boston pitch-
ers have a 4.49 ERA and
53 wins.
Tim Wakefield, the expected
game three starter, has pitched the
most Fenway innings on the  team,
with 110.1. Wakefield, too, has the
second-most Fenway strikeouts,
with 68, second to Matt Clement’s
79.
And while his 4.08 home ERA
is by no means dominant, it should
be good enough to keep the Sox in
the game. 
On paper, the Red Sox should
win game three. Of course, num-
bers can, and often do, lie, and the
Red Sox could indeed be on the
verge of being swept out of the
playoffs. But with Tim Wakefield
on the mound and Big Papi and
Manny in the heart of the lineup in
front of the Red Sox Nation, I like
our chances.
I speak for the thousands of Red
Sox fans in Missoula and the mil-
lions of Red Sox fans worldwide
when I say that, unlike some fans
– cough, Yankees fans, cough –
we do and will
a l w a y s
believe in
our team.  
Bench Talk
by Jake Sorich
Sports Editor
UM volleyball looks for 1st Big Sky win
The University of Montana
volleyball team will look for its
first conference victory of the
year tonight against the Vikings
of Portland State.
The Griz (10-7 overall; 0-3
Big Sky Conference) will also
host Eastern Washington on
Saturday for their first confer-
ence home games of the year.
“We’re really excited to be
home and show our home crowd
how much better we’ve gotten,”
UM senior setter Diana
Thompson said.
Montana’s homecoming won’t
be an easy one, as the Eagles
and Vikings are ranked first and
second in the conference in team
hitting percentage, kills and
assists, respectively.
“Portland State and Eastern
Washington are two really
strong teams in our conference
this year,” Thompson said. “It’s
really going to be good competi-
tion for us.”
After starting the season with
a 10-4 mark in its nonconfer-
ence schedule, UM is off to a
rough start in conference play.
The Griz are winless in the Big
Sky this year, losing three 3-0
road matches to Northern
Arizona, Sacramento State and
Montana State.
In fact, Montana has played
13 of its 17 matches thus far on
the road, and its four home
matches were played out over a
five-day span in mid-September.
That being said, UM isn’t
blaming its sluggish start to its
frequent flyer miles.
“I don’t think it’s really
affected us, (although) I think it
will be good to be here and play
in front of the home crowd,”
UM freshman outside hitter Jade
Roskam said.
Portland State (12-5; 2-2) is
coming off a weekend in which
it swept Northern Arizona and
upset conference heavyweight
Sacramento State. The Vikings
were the lone team to have a
better nonconference record
than the Griz, posting a 10-3
record in early-season play.
While Portland State’s junior
outside hitter Jessica Brodie’s
4.4 kills per game may lead the
team, the Vikings’ biggest offen-
sive threat this weekend may be
6-foot-2-inch junior outside hit-
ter Jessica Vanzant, who is hit-
ting 0.304 on the year and aver-
aging 3.52 kills per game. En
route to earning conference
player of the week honors last
weekend, Vanzant hit 0.377 and
had 41 kills last weekend
against the Lumberjacks and
Hornets.
Vanzant’s performance last
week was not lost on Montana.
“She’s a player that we really
need to do a good job on,” UM
assistant head coach Dave Best
said. “She’s a very dominant
player and she can dominate a
match if she wants to, and I
think we need to really make an
aggressive step to slow her
down.”
After trading volleys with
PSU, Montana will square off
against Eastern Washington (10-
5; 2-2 BSC) on Saturday night.
Eastern Washington, last
year’s conference regular-sea-
son champion, was picked to
finish second in the Big Sky this
year and is looking for its fifth
consecutive 20-win season. Like
Portland State, the Eagles also
swept NAU last week. But
unlike the Vikings, Eastern was
handed a 3-0 loss by Sac State. 
In order to beat the Eagles,
UM is going to have to find a
way to counter the offensive
production of senior outside hit-
ter Lizzy Mellor. With 795
career kills, Mellor goes into the
weekend (EWU plays in
Bozeman tonight) just 25
kills behind former Eagle
Megan Kitterman for sec-
ond on the career kills list.
Mellor, who is 155 kills
short of Keva Sonderen’s
school record, will probably get
her chances Saturday night, as
Mellor is Eastern Washington’s
all-time leader in career attack
attempts with 2,356. For the
season, Mellor is averaging
a team-high 3.65 kills per
game.
Although Mellor is
rewriting the Eagles’
record books one
game at a time,
Montana is also
concerned with
senior middle
blocker Ashley
Jensen and her
3.09 kills per
game and 0.385
hitting percent-
age. Jensen is
second on
the team
with 0.8
blocks
per
game.
“Eastern
Washington has
Ashley Jensen in the
middle, who’s a great
slide attacker,” Best
said. “We need to mini-
mize how many attacks
she gets.”
The Griz will look to a
Jensen of their own to
have a big output this
weekend. 
UM’s Audrey Jensen, a
senior middle blocker, is aver-
aging 2.66
kills,
0.67 blocks and a
conference-high 0.52 aces a
game for the Griz. Thompson,
whose 12.08 assists per game
also leads the conference, also
has viable offensive options in
outside hitters Claudia Houle
(4.67 kills per game), Roskam
(2.69) and junior middle block-
er Emily Sakis (2.10).
While UM is off to its second
consecutive 0-3 start to confer-
ence play, the team is pleased
with its improvement over the
past two weeks. Roskam said
she thinks it’s just a matter of
putting the jigsaw puzzle
together.
“I think we are playing well
as a team,” she said. “I think
we are doing a lot of things
well, it’s just putting everything
together.”
Both matches will be
played at the West Auxiliary
Gym at 7 p.m. Results can
be found at
www.montanagrizzlies.com.
DANNY DAVIS
KAIMIN SPORTS
Junior outside
hitter Claudia Houle
practices hitting Thursday.
The UM women’s volleyball team
comes home this weekend and hopes
to break a three-game losing streak.
Tonight’s game against Portland State University will
be their first home game since Sept. 13.
Scott Poniewaz/Montana Kaimin
 
When you’re king of the hill,
everyone is trying to knock you
down.
Weber State was unable to
upend the Grizzlies last week.
This time, the Idaho State
Bengals are hoping to dethrone
the seven-time defending Big
Sky champions in Pocatello
Saturday.
When Montana, 3-1, travels to
Idaho State, 3-2, it will be the
Big Sky’s top-two defenses
squaring off.  Both defenses
have been brilliant stopping the
run with each allowing only 70
rushing yards-per-game.  The
rest of the league’s teams are
giving up more than 110 yards
on the ground.
However, both teams have
been successful running the ball
offensively.
ISU has two running backs
racking up the yards.
Sophomore Josh Barnett has 453
yards and one touchdown.
Freshman Ken Cornist has 441
yards and 10 touchdowns.
Lately Barnett has gotten the
yardage while Cornist has gotten
the scores.
“It just sort of works out that
way,” ISU head coach Larry
Lewis said.  “We give it to who’s
running the best that day.”
The Grizzlies have a similar
two-back scheme that includes
junior Lex Hilliard and senior JR
Waller. Hilliard is second in the
league with just over 100 rush-
ing yards per game.
“Something has got to give,”
UM head coach Bobby Hauck
said.  “Maybe it’s the team that
throws the ball the best wins the
game.”
A little more pressure will be
placed on redshirt freshman
quarterback Cole Bergquist, who
will be the likely starter in place
of injured junior Jason
Washington.  The junior suffered
a separated shoulder in last
week’s game.
“If Cole ends up playing,
we’re fully confident in his abil-
ity to lead the offense,” Hauck
said.
Lewis has seen both quarter-
backs and he agrees with
Hauck’s assessment.  The Big
Sky has been famous for fresh-
men quarterbacks making the
most of their opportunities,
Lewis said.
Whether it comes down to
quarterback play or running the
ball or dominant defenses, Lewis
said a few key plays would prob-
ably decide the outcome.
“It will come down to the little
things,” he said.  “It’s gonna be a
turnover, a penalty or maybe a
runback in special teams that
will make the difference.”
UM’s junior punt returner Tuff
Harris is hoping that the dome’s
ideal weather, no wind and fast
track, will lend him the chance
to be the difference maker.
“It is kind of a returner’s
dream to run on turf like that,”
he said.
Should it come down to
turnovers instead of returns, the
Griz defense will be looking to
add to ISU sophomore quarter-
back Matt Hagler’s eight inter-
ceptions.
“He’s a good quarterback,”
Hauck said.  “Most of his
turnovers came earlier in the
season. He has shored that up.”
Both quarterbacks will look to
keep one eye down field and the
other on the sack specialists pur-
suing them.
ISU’s senior-transfer defen-
sive lineman Jeff Charleson
leads the conference with eight
sacks.  
“I don’t know if anyone works
harder than Jeff,” Lewis said.
“He’s a football dude. He’s been
a pleasant surprise”
UM junior defensive end Mike
Murphy has five sacks of his
own and five forced fumbles to
boot.
Murphy, one of the older play-
ers on a young defense, remem-
bers the last time the Grizzlies
traveled to Pocatello.
“It was really loud; it was sold
out and really pumped up,”
Murphy said.
Montana is used to sellouts
and noise, but it usually comes
from the friendly confines of
Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
The Griz are 13-0 at home in the
last two seasons, but just 3-4 on
the road.  
The Grizzly defense needs to
look to one another to fill the
void of no north end zone.  UM
cornerback Jimmy Wilson said
the unit would do just that.
“Our defense has a great rela-
tionship,” Wilson said.  “We like
to stick together in tough situa-
tions.”
All signs indicate Saturday’s
game will be another tough one
for both teams.  Montana’s last
visit to Holt Arena resulted in a
43-40 loss in double overtime.
“It was a mile-marker win for
our program,” Lewis said.
The head coach said he
expects a near sold-out arena
based on early ticket sales.
“It seems like Idaho State real-
ly looks forward to playing
Montana,” Mike Murphy said.
“They practice the week in
maroon jerseys. They scout us
up a week before the season ever
starts. They’re gonna be ready.”
Kickoff is scheduled for 3:05
p.m. at Holt Arena in Pocatello,
Idaho.  The game will be broad-
cast live on KPAX. 
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University of Montana Basketball Team
Tryouts
There will be a one time tryout for anyone interested in
playing basketball for the men’s basketball team. Tryouts
will be Wednesday, October 12 at 7:30 am in the West
Auxiliary Gym (WAG). This is the only chance for any-
one interested in trying out for the team. You will be
required to sign a medical/injury release form prior to the
workout. 
Please Contact Andy Hill (243-5366 or 546-7777) or by
email: andy.hill@msolumt.edu with questions.
Griz basketball baby discusses world domination, ice cream
Missoula is a long way from a
beach, that’s a fact. But that’s
OK, because freshman
University of Montana basket-
ball player Austin Swift of Santa
Cruz doesn’t like the beach.
This is a good thing, considering
that he will be playing guard at
the University of Montana
rather than some stuck-up
California university.  
Montana Kaimin: In a 3-on-
3 basketball match, who would
win? Team A: Coach
Krystkowiak, Lady Griz for-
ward Jody McLeod and your-
self, or Team B: Lady Griz
coach Robin Selvig, Griz center
Eric Van Vliet and Lady Griz
guard Katie Edwards?
Austin Swift: My team would
win because me and Coach K
are unstoppable. Eric can’t
guard Coach K.
MK: OK, so you’re Stewie
from Family Guy and you have
been given the ultimate prize –
total world domination. What
would you do the first second
that you were in power?
AS: If I was Stewie, the first
thing I’d do if I had ultimate power
would be to chill in bed all day.
MK: Harriet Miers –
superwoman with a bright future
in the Supreme Court or politi-
cal tyrant bent on world domina-
tion?
AS: Ummmm (laughs) I don’t
know, I don’t know anything
about her.
MK: If you had to pick one.
AS: I’d say tyrant, because
President Bush is an idiot.
MK: If California had enough
earthquakes that it truly did
break off and become an island,
would you still live on it?
AS: Hell yeah.
MK: Do you think it would
become a world unto itself?
AS: No, because it’s still part
of the United States. The best
country is the United States, and
I don’t see why they’d want to
break away from the best coun-
try. (Gets distracted by the Bart
Simpson doll that is hanging
from the shutter cord in the
Kaimin office.) What’s up with
Bart Simpson getting hung?
MK: I don’t know.
AS: That’s kind of messed up.
MK: Which Montana Meth
Project commercial freaks you
out the most?
AS: The one with the girl that
says she’s only going to do it
once, and then she keeps doing
it and doing it. Then she
becomes a prostitute, and then
she’s passed out on the bed and
her little sister’s like, “I’m only
gonna do it once.”
MK: Do you think that video
games are addicting?
AS: Some video games are. I
think to certain people they
become addicting. People have
too much time on their hands.
MK: Who would you rather
have cook you a meal –
Wolfgang Puck or the omelet
guy at the Zoo?
AS: The omelet guy, so he can
cook me an omelet. I’d rather
have my mom cook for me,
though.
MK: If you were born with a
magical talent, what would it be
and why?
AS: Being able to fly because
I’m scared of heights. I would
conquer my fear if I could fly.
MK: Let’s say you walk into
Coldstone Creamery and order a
“Love It” Oreo Cookie
Overload. Upon paying, one of
the servers tells you she’ll give
you a tip to sing a song.  The
line is very long and there would
be about 30 people watching.
Would you do it?
AS: Yeah I would. How much
money would I get?
MK: Five dollars.
AS: Yeah I’d do it; I’d do it in
a second. Do I get free ice
cream?
MK: Yes.
AS: Heck yes, I’d get up on a
table and do it.
MK: Superman has kryp-
tonite, Montgomery Burns has
money, George Bush has cat-
naps and Danny Davis has video
games.  What is your weakness?
AS: (Laughs) I don’t know ...
ice cream.
MK: Favorite flavor?
AS: I like rainbow sherbet,
plain vanilla or strawberry or
mint.
MK: Which was the greater
comeback?  Michael Jordan as a
basketball player for the
Wizards, Michael Jackson’s
court appearance for child
molestation charges or Anna
Nicole Smith bawling her eyes
out over her rich, dead, rich hus-
band?
AS: Michael Jackson, because
he came back with all that stuff
on his face. That’s daring.
MK: And scary.
AS: Yeah.
MK: Tom Cruise and Katie
Holmes are expecting a child
together.
AS: For real?
MK: Yes – any thoughts on
that?
AS: It’s gonna have a big
nose.
Austin Swift
13
questions
SARAH SWAN
KAIMIN SPORTS
Idaho State has Griz, Big Sky lead in sights this weekend
TIM DAILEY
KAIMIN SPORTS
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on his black with blood coming out
of his right ear. His left eye was pur-
ple and swollen shut and a clear liq-
uid with a reddish tint was seeping
from the corner of it.
Drake was lying face down and
bleeding heavily from his nose and
mouth. Both men were unconscious
and taken to St. Patrick Hospital.
Ben Corbett spent a day and a
half in the intensive care unit before
being sent to the neurological ward
for three days to receive treatment
for brain injuries, Erin Corbett said.
Drake’s nose was completely shat-
tered and required plastic surgery,
she said.
A police officer gave Gergen and
Knight breath tests and found that
Gergen’s blood alcohol level was
0.104, while Knight’s was 0.037,
court documents state. They were
both arrested and have been in jail
since.
Each had their bail set at $25,000
originally, but the amount was
raised in District Court last week to
$50,000. If either posts bail, they’ll
be constantly supervised and elec-
tronically monitored. 
Gergen and Knight are both being
tried as adults, but Knight has
already requested a hearing to be
tried as a juvenile and Gergen still
might, Brownlow said.
Gergen faces charges of felony
aggravated assault and misde-
meanor assault. Knight was charged
with felony assault with a weapon
because a shoe can be considered a
weapon under Montana law.
If convicted, they each face up to
20 years in prison and fines of
$50,000 or less.
Gergen’s father, Dennis Gergen,
said he feels bad for Ben Corbett
and Drake and thinks his son need-
ed to stay in jail for a while to learn
to appreciate his freedom.
However, Gergen said he is con-
cerned that his son may not get a fair
trial, partly because of the way his
son has been portrayed by the local
media. Mila Gergen’s older brother,
Mika Gergen, went to jail in 1996
for an assault and his experience
made his father question the legal
system, Dennis Gergen said.
Ben Corbett is now at his parents’
house in Ellensburg, slowly recov-
ering from his injuries, Erin Corbett
said. He had to go to the hospital
three times last week because of
extreme pain, headaches and nau-
sea, and he’s still heavily medicated,
she said.
His short-term memory is poor
and he doesn’t remember what hap-
pened on the night he was injured,
she said. It’s unknown whether the
memory problems will be perma-
nent, she said.
The Corbett family’s reaction to
the incident is one of shock and sad-
ness, and Ben Corbett’s father plans
on suing Gergen and Knight for
damages, Erin Corbett said. Ben
Corbett’s medical bills have already
reached $200,000, she said.
When she thinks about what 
happened, Erin Corbett gets 
scared, she said.
“I’m still surprised and shocked,”
she said. “I have the feeling it 
was premeditated for someone, 
not necessarily Ben. It came 
out of the blue.”
The incident also has the commu-
nity worried as Brownlow has
received numerous calls from peo-
ple expressing their concern, she
said.
“The general public is shocked
and very upset and troubled,” she
said. “This is some of the most pub-
lic reaction we’ve had for a case.”
Brownlow thinks the public is so
concerned for several reasons,
among them that Ben Corbett is a
veteran, the defendants are juveniles
and the incident was so brutal, she
said. Plus, people can picture the
same thing happening to someone
they know, she said.
“It could’ve been a lot of peoples’
son or brother,” she said. “They
were out legally drinking. They
weren’t doing anything wrong.”
For a couple days following the
incident, Kehoe could hear a lot of
people talking about it at Sean
Kelly’s, he said. The brutality and
the seemingly unprovoked nature
made people rethink their opinions
of Missoula as a small town, but
they shouldn’t be scared, he said.
“People can come down and have
a good time,” he said. “It’s
Missoula, for God’s sake.”
But Paul Munson, a bouncer at
Hammer Jack’s, thought there was
something to learn from the inci-
dent, which seemed so out-of-place
in Missoula, he said.
“It just goes to show you no place
is safe from that,” he said.
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PERSONALS
DANGER! CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Make Christmas  presents on
the wheel. $39. 7 weeks. Fun. 543-7970
Building self-esteem group for women. UM students
only. Meets Wednesdays 2-3:30. Cost is $10 for all 6
sessions. Contact Stacey at 829-6076
SWM, 53, seeks: Asian lady 40-55. Prefer Japanese,
Korean, Chinese. Phone 543-8892. John
HELP WANTED
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS. Part-time positions available,
flexible hours, and we'll train you. Give a great bunch
of kids the lift they need! APPLY AT: BEACH TRANS-
PORTATION 825 MOUNT AVE. 549-6121
2 Part time Child Care provider openings 327-6685 or
258-6856 leave message.
Church Nursery Worker $15 each Sun 10:00-12:30 300
E Main St. 549-6118 Application deadline 10/11
Part Time Customer Service position: Weekends and
some evenings. Knowledge/ Interest of sporting
goods. Interested applicants call Shannon @ 728-3220
Men’s Basketball Team: Looking for volunteer man-
agers.  For more information call: Jordan @ 396-6141
Child care wanted: Mon-Thurs. 9:30a.m.-1p.m. 47/hr
Call 728-2015
Model for artist, life drawing. B+W figure photography
728-5462
SERVICES
GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744. 
Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837
FOR RENT
Tired of your roommates or looking for a parking
space? Studio apt close to University. All utilities, hi-
speed internet & cable paid. $465/month. Call Vickie
@ 728-2621 or 544-0799. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED
South Hills room avail. Deck, nice views, lg. living rm.
cable. Pets OK. $300 + util. 1 guy & 1 girl there now.
Female preferred 381-1291.
MISCELLANEOUS
Paradise Falls Poker Room Present your Griz card &
Receive $5 FREE w/ min buy-in Game starts at 7:00 M-
F 4:00 Sat-Sun Buy-in specials to start game. 
French Garlic, French Apple, French Morel,
Bratwurst, HotLinks, Andouille. Uncle Bill's Sausages,
1918 Brooks. 543-5627
TAILGATING? GRILLING? PARTYING? SURVIVING? Uncle
Bill's Sausages are the answer!! 1918 Brooks. 543-5627
DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . o r g  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
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